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Review: Some gems in trio of Providence Art Club shows

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The best is a collec<on of pain<ngs by three members in the large
Maxwell Mays Gallery — if you don't mind a liIle repe<<on, that is.
PROVIDENCE, R.I. — Of the three new shows at
the Providence Art Club, the best is a collec<on
of pain<ngs by three members in the large
Maxwell Mays Gallery — if you don't mind a
liIle repe<<on, that is.
Donato Beauchaine goes in for oils of towering
cloud forma<ons, oUen pushing his paleIe to
the extreme with oranges and electric blues,
making the scenes look like sunsets on an alien
planet.
Then there are Mary Dorsey Brewster's <ght
images of gurgling brooks that are almost
indis<nguishable from one another.
And ﬁnally, Georgia Nassikas has submiIed a
series of subtle wax pain<ngs on board that are
some of the more handsome pieces in the
show, if you are a fan of minimalism and color
ﬁelds.

"Let Evening Come," by Georgia Nassikas, is one of
the more striking entries in an exhibit at the
Providence Art Club's Maxwell Mays Gallery.

A number of Beauchaine's pain<ngs remind me a liIle of the billowing clouds in the work of the
late Tom Sgouros. They're roman<c, to be sure, and seem to revel in light and color.
But there are a few canvases, like "Chance of Showers," where the colors are not quite so
exaggerated, where earth and sky are more integrated into a well-craUed landscape. And there
is an appealing pain<ng of what appears to be Beavertail Light, where a foreground of rocks and
grass poke into the gray-blue water under a sky of cream clouds that look like fros<ng.
And for a complete change of pace, there's a charming liIle canvas of a half-dozen colorful kites
bobbing in the sky over a stretch of beach.

As for Nassikas, she uses beeswax and pigment to create ﬁelds of toned-down colors with
wonderful, rich textures. Some suggest landscapes, or at least a horizon. "Let Evening Come,"
one of the more striking entries, combines a foreground of warm orange and yellow, with what
could be a band of trees capped by a hill and an area of pale blue.
But in others, Nassikas plays with squares and rectangles. In "Island Edge," four overlapping
squares with bursts of rich hues stand along a fuzzy-edged strip of slate.
Meanwhile, there are a handful of eye-catching pieces in the members' show in the neighboring
Dodge House Gallery, although the format is awfully scaIershot. This is the third year that
members have been given 16-inch-square pieces of Masonite and asked to produce a pain<ng,
or in the case of Ruth Emers, glue some seashells on the board.
Last year, there were 65 entrants; this year, 78 — which results in an explosion of images that
don't have much in common. There's no thread, no con<nuity to a show like this, which makes it
a liIle hard to wrap your head around.
Of the handful of pain<ngs that caught my eye, I'd include Chris<ne McIntyre-Hannon's
"Resonance" where a delicate border of sheet music surrounds a square of swirls of blue and
orange; Jana Matusz's "Almost There," with its woodsy mountain path and a distant peak that's
all about the paint; and Jeanne Sturim's "The Ballet," with its drama<c ligh<ng and strong
composi<on created by a male dancer thrus<ng a yellow leg into the foreground.
And while I'm a big fan of Mary Dandero's abstract, energe<c drawings, I didn't think "Box of
Yarn," with its tangles of chalk and acrylic, was terribly successful. It just doesn't have the
cadence and <ghtness of her best work.
In the small Castelnovo Gallery, there's a group of hard-edge pain<ngs and drawings of
intersec<ng stripes and rectangles in bright, solid colors from Marjorie Hellman that are preIy
sterile.
All three shows are up through July 22 at the Providence Art Club, 11 Thomas St.
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